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        There are many ways to choose a pokie you want to play. Be it an exceptionally high maximum win, a particularly high payout rate, or great bonus features. But true to the motto, first impressions count. We quite often choose pokies simply by their theme.

And the pokie landscape today offers an extensive range of pokie themes. Whether you’re looking for classic fruit pokies or want to be whisked away to the Far East, to Japan. There is a pokie for every theme.

What are Pokie Themes?

In principle, almost all pokie machines can be classified according to the theme. The pokie theme is not always apparent initially, but we have been using pokie themes to organize the pokie machines almost from the beginning.

Popular pokies like Book of Dead, for example, fall under Egyptian pokies, while there are also a lot of Wild West pokies. If you are an avid pokie player, then you will not have failed to notice that you can also find themed pokies in many online casinos and sometimes even filter the game selection by them.

With pokie themes, the creators tell a story and pack certain bonus features and symbols into a narrative framework. In the end, this is simply more exciting than always seeing the same fruit and lucky charm symbols.

Nowadays, with thousands of pokies, software studios always have to come up with something new, and fortunately, there are no limits to their imagination. And even though the whole world is open to them, you will come across shameless copies of specific pokies now and then. One example is the famous Book of Ra pokie. Honestly, how many Book of pokies do you know that have copied features from the hit – Book of Dead is just one of many!

Why are Themed Online Pokies so Popular?

Again, we can only speculate and speak from our own experience. Still, we believe that many players play themed pokies primarily because they are fans of a particular TV series, culture, or even era. Movies, bands, or hobbies can also provide an incentive to look for pokies with one specific theme.

If you play a pokie with a theme that you are already familiar with, you feel at home right away and have a better approach to the pokie machine. Here, the manufacturers play with the players’ emotions and pick you up where you know your way around. This is probably one of the reasons why themed pokies are so popular.

The most Popular Pokie Themes in 2023

You can pick any theme, and you’ll find a pokie to suit. Ancient Egypt? Check! Movies and bands? Of course! Horror and vampires? We’ve got them! No matter what you’re in the mood for, there will be at least one pokie with a theme in most online casinos.

However, we would like to present the most popular themes here, because as we all know, tastes are different. If your favorite theme is not among them, don’t worry because we guarantee that there is also a suitable pokie for your preferences!

Some Pokie Theme Examples

Vegas Slots: Vegas Diamonds, Vegas Magic, Weekend in Vegas

Retro Slots: Fire Joker, Swipe and Roll, Attack on Retro

Fruit Slots: Sunny Fruits, Sweety Honey Fruity, Inferno Star

Cleopatra Slots: Cleopatra Gold, Solar Queen, Ancient Egypt Classic

Historical Slots: Nero’s Fortune, Victorious, Nikola Tesla’s Incredible Machine

Netflix Slots: Narcos, Vikings, Game of Thrones

Sexy Slots: Playboy, Golden Beauty, Brazil Bomba

Magic Slots: Book of Merlin, Enchanted Kingdom, Mayan Magic

Car Slots: Wild Chase Tokyo Go, Drive Multiplier Mayhem, Monster Wheels

Japanese Slots: Koi Princess, Hanzo’s Dojo, Double Lucky Line

We hope that these first suggestions on the most popular pokie themes in 2021 will help you. But if you want to know more about the individual pokies, you can find more information in the following sections.

1. Vegas Pokies

It should come as no surprise that Vegas pokies are trendy. After all, many consider Las Vegas to be the origin of gambling, and without the casinos in Nevada, there might not be any online casinos today.

When we look at Vegas pokies, they can take various forms. Often they are more classic and resemble the typical pokies you would find in a Las Vegas casino. Still, some pokies take a different approach, like Weekend in Vegas by Betsoft, based on the Hangover movies.

More common, however, are colorful and sumptuous pokies, such as Vegas Diamonds by ELK Studios or Vegas Magic by Pragmatic Play, which conveys all the glamour and magic of Las Vegas.

2 Retro Pokies

Retro pokies do not necessarily have to be classic pokies without features. Instead, this pokie theme should evoke a certain feeling of nostalgia in you. And who of us doesn’t sometimes feel like a little trip back in time to the near post. It’s like fashion when old trends come back.

That’s precisely why retro pokies are so popular. Take Swipe & Roll by NetEnt, for example, which takes you to a 50s-style diner, or the Fire Joker pokie by Play’n Go, which looks classic but entices you with a great Joker feature and brilliant graphics. Finally, Attack on Retro by Microgaming is a very modern pokie full of free spins with multipliers that brings 80s fashion into a futuristic world.

3. Fruity Pokies

The absolute classic among pokies is also one of the most popular pokie themes. Fruit pokies can look very classic and strongly remind of the early one-armed bandits. However, there are also variations on the fruit pokie machine where the fruits are square or trigger wild features.

Playson offers plenty of candidates in this area, whereby we particularly like Sunny Fruits with its up to 3 re-spins. NetEnt takes a slightly more exotic route in Sweety Honey Fruity and offers pineapple and dragon fruit instead of cherry and plum, as well as lots of free spins. And finally, Play’n Go has a particularly hot variant of the fruit pokies with Inferno Star, in which the burning sun triggers re-spins.

4 Cleopatra Pokies

Cleopatra Pokies are a subcategory of the insanely popular category of pokies that have ancient Egypt as their theme. Next to pokies on historical Rome, this pokie theme is probably one of the most popular of all times.

And that is hardly surprising. After all, the Egyptian queen is a legendary figure. There are also numerous stories about ancient Egypt, so it is scarcely surprising that pokie manufacturers are even jumping on this bandwagon.

Among the most popular pokies in which Cleopatra plays a leading role is probably Cleopatra Gold by IGT, in which you can unlock several game fields for better and better wins. But also Solar Queen by Playson and Ancient Egypt Classic by Pragmatic Play, in which Cleopatra acts as a wild symbol, are worthy representatives of Cleopatra pokies.

5. Historical Pokies

We all like to look back, which is why retro pokies are so popular. But looking back even further pleases us all even more, especially when we remember historical pokies’ themes from history lessons.

It is no wonder that history films and series are so popular. History lessons were a pain for many of us. Who wants to learn hundreds of dates by heart. But these stories told in an exciting way and context? That’s where we like to be.

Take, for example, one of the greatest emperors of the Roman Empire, Nero, and the exciting pokie Quickspin has created for it with Nero’s Fortune. It was a bit gloomy but full of exciting features. Or Victorious, NetEnt’s popular pokie about the Roman gladiators. But pokies also feature a little more modern history, such as Nikola Tesla’s Incredible Machine from Yggdrasil.

6. Netflix Pokies

We are a generation that no longer necessarily sits in front of the TV but instead gets films and series on-demand from Netflix or Amazon Prime. While TV show pokies were the rage until a few years ago, the trend is now towards Netflix pokies. But that doesn’t mean that regular TV series are being left out.

And if you can’t get enough of your favorite series, the Netflix pokies from NetEnt, such as Narcos or Vikings, could be worthwhile. And the most extensive series of the last few years has also been immortalized in pokie form thanks to Microgaming with Game of Thrones.

7. Sexy Pokies

Let’s face it, ‘sex sells’ still applies today, and a little something for the eye never hurt any pokie machine. That’s not to say that there are any real sex pokies, but plenty of pokie manufacturers more or less subtly put beautiful women on their reels. And the players don’t mind a bit.

One of the least subtle versions is Playboy Pokies, such as Playboy Gold Jackpots by Triple Edge Studios and Microgaming. But it also goes a bit more hidden, like in Golden Beauty by Pragmatic Play or Brazil Bomba by Yggdrasil, which is additionally one of the carnival pokies.

8. Magic Pokies

A magic pokie is one of the most typical representatives of themed pokies. There are many pokie machines about the greatest wizard of all time, Merlin. But why is the magic pokie category so popular? Quite simply, we like to be enchanted, and the world of magic continues to fascinate us even in adulthood.

So it’s no wonder that there are pokies for all kinds of magic. Of course, there are classics like Book of Merlin by 1×2 Gaming with its expanding symbols and free spins. But other cultures also have magical powers, as Mayan Magic by Nolimit City shows us. And then, of course, there’s the fairytale-like, as you’ll discover in the Enchanted Kingdom by SG Games.

9. Car Pokies

Fast cars, car races, and fast cars generally play a significant role in many areas of our lives. Not only are we happy to see a costly car roaring by on the street, but cars are also welcome guests in video games and on the big and small screens of this world.

So it’s no wonder that car pokies are so popular. Car pokies can take on various forms. Wild Chase: Tokyo Go by Quickspin, for example, conveys the excitement of street racing, while Monster Wheels by Microgaming promises more comical fun. Drive Multiplier Mayhem is all about multipliers alongside fast car racing. Can you keep up?

10 Japanese Pokies

Far Eastern culture has also been on the rise in the West for years. There is a large fan group from the popular anime films of Studio Gibli to manga series and Bruce Lee films. These fans are also found in online casinos, and it is no wonder that there are too many Japanese pokies.

The themes can range from cute anime pokies, like Koi Princess by NetEnt, which resembles a geisha pokie, to ninja pokies, like Hanzo’s Dojo by Yggdrasil. Even classic pokies often draw on Asian culture, as you can see in Double Lucky Line by Just for the Win and Microgaming.

Conclusion: Here, you will find everything your heart desires!

As you can see, there are hardly any limits to your imagination, and even if you don’t like any of the themes mentioned, you will indeed find a suitable pokie game for you at our site. If you like it romantic, maybe our Valentine’s Day pokies are something for you, or you want it futuristic. Then take a look at our recommendations for science fiction pokies!

And if you still can’t find the proper pokie for you among all these themes, keep checking this page because we will regularly update and expand our themes. So you’re guaranteed to find the proper pokie for you!
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        Australians enjoy using the new no deposit online casinos. There are scores of excellent online casinos which are readily available to Australians in which deposits can be made by them and revel in games that are exceptional.

The Way to Get a No Deposit Bonus

Online casinos provide several promotions and bonuses as a way to enlarge their participant base and to attract new clients. The no deposit bonus provided at casinos is an innovative method by which players can get a feel for the games offered by the casino without having to risk their cash.

Casinos And No Deposit Bonuses

An Australian casino no deposit bonus signifies just what the name suggests, i.e. Players aren’t required to deposit any cash, to be able to redeem this incentive. All the participant must do is enrol in a casino that is Australian and maintains the bonus.

When it comes to looking players aren’t short of choice. These online casinos will offer games like Microgaming, Playtech, and Real Time Gaming.

No Deposit Bonus Ranges

A no deposit bonus provided by online casinos ranges from $10 and $60 has wagering requirements that are particular. A casino may provide a $10 no deposit casino bonus, which can be subject to some 30 times wagering limitation on games such as slots and scratch cards after.

Casino lovers can take advantage of the Kinds of no deposit bonuses of two:

No deposit and, spins and Casino no deposit bonuses for mobile phones

The wagering requirements together with the maximum and minimum cash out conditions are explained in the bonus terms and conditions. Players are advised to read and understand the stipulations of this Australia casino no deposit bonus as to not be caught out with no print that was.

No Deposit Free Spins for Australians

Players may get to understand the matches and how the casino operates by utilizing the free spins bonus (no deposit required). If players win cash after using this bonus, they can use the cash when opening a real cash account at the casino. These bonuses will be stand-alone or some part of the sign of the casino.

NetEnt Free Spins

Casinos powered by NetEnt software provide these and free bonuses are tied into the NetEnt flagship slot machine Starburst. Rather than generating actual money for a participant, the winnings from a totally free spins bonus is regarded as “bonus cash” that possess a set of principles and terms ascertaining when and how it can be redeemed out.

Case in Point: No Deposit Free Spins Australia

Following wagering the sum 35x according to the bonus principles in Pokiesportal Casino, for example, a player who wins out of these spins can cash out their winnings. Until this time, it will sit as bonus cash in their account. But, each spins bonus includes its own set of gamers and limitations are advised to read them.

Australians and No Deposit Mobile Casinos

Technological improvements have enabled players to see with casinos out of tables or their smartphones from anyplace. Casinos that are online mostly have compatible websites which may be retrieved out of Blackberry, Android, Windows and iOS OS devices. The matches selection will stay the exact same, and the software of the casino could be downloaded on the mobile device of one. To be able to inspire players to take their no deposit signup bonus mobile casino Australia and start playing for real money pokies

No Deposit Mobile Casino Bonus

Players do not deposit any cash they could pay a visit to the casino directly in the cell phone’s browser and maintain the bonus.

Sometimes, the version of the no deposit bonus may be maintained:

By installing and downloading a casino program or

By scanning a QR code.

The advantage of working with such bonuses is that it provides players with an opportunity to familiarize themselves without risking their own cash. Aside from that, draw them and players are permitted to keep their winnings provided that they fulfil with the wagering requirements of the casino game.

Overview

There is a range of casino operators and software suppliers offering a broad assortment of casino games alongside quite a few bonus bargains that are fantastic to players. Make sure you make use of many bonuses such as their casino provides in addition to the casinos.
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